Film Nights at the Cambridge Spanish
Centre
The warm autumn has given way to an absolutely freezing November. It's
difficult to bike anywhere in Cambridge without getting mild frostbite!
It's the kind of weather that warrents an extra film night! This month at the
Spanish Centre, we are showing two fantastic films;

November 15th: El
Secreto de sus Ojos

November 29th: The Pearl
Button

On Friday, November 15th at 7pm,
we're screening El Secreto de sus

We've got it! An extra film for
November, and this one is so worth

Ojos, a fantastic Argentine film. You
can check out the trailer here.

watching!
The Pearl Button is an award winning

El Secreto de sus Ojos won an
Academy Award for Best International
Feature Film, 2010.

Ricardo Darín, the actor who plays the
protagonist, is 'generally amazing',
says Sam, the guy who writes these
emails. If you get a chance to kick
back with a film before this event,
check out Wild Tales.
All our movie screenings are free and
open for all! The film is subtitled in
English.

For this film, because it's an 18,
we ask that you do not bring

Chilean documentary, produced by
the renowned filmmaker Patricio
Guzman. The film focuses on the
historical struggles of minority groups;
from the indigenous communities in
Chile's southern tip to victims of
Pinochet’s political genocide.
It's a beautifully shot and highly
eloquent film. If it sounds like it could
be of interest, do check out the trailer
here.

As well as being a very interesting film,
it's also in a handy style for Spanish
learners, reckons Sam. Guzman
narrates the film in a well-spoken
Spanish at a manageable pace! (Not
like other Chilean films!)

young children.

This film is a 12a. Those under
12 can see the film with an adult
:)

20th November: Meetup!

December 5th: Book Club

At 7.30pm on the third Wednesday of

It's a little way away, but our next book

November, join us at The Emperor
Latin Tapas Bar for our monthly

club is on Thursday, 5th of December.

Meetup.
It's a fantastic way to meet 'nuevos
amigos' and practice your Spanish in a
cool and casual setting over a beer.

Join us for a discussion of this 17th
century Spanish play!

If you're finding this one tough though
- can I assure you, you're not alone.
I've noted this and have passed the
message on! If you're getting through
the 17th Century Spanish lingo, you're
doing amazingly!

Find out more
Find out more

Group Classes

One to One

The Cambridge Spanish

One to One tuition is a
perfect way to

Centre runs group
classes each week!

superspeed your
language skills!

Class sizes are small, we
never have more than 9
people to a class.
Find out more

Conversation
Class
We run 45 minute
conversation classes
every Tuesday at
12.30pm.

Tailor your classes to
your needs and goals
and shape your

Drop in, and shoot the

curriculum!

native Spanish speaker.

Find out more

breeze with Maria, a

Find out more

Here's what else you need to know this week
In a week dominated by Brexit headlines, it's sometimes easy to forget about
the world beyond the white cliffs! This week has been huge for Latin America.
Chile's capital, Santiago, has been paralysed by protests and civil
unrest. The protests started two weeks ago over small increases in
transportation costs and have grown into deep expressions of anger about
stagnant wages and soaring inequality. Scenes like this are highly unusual in
Chile, which has typically been one of the more stable countries in the region.
Amid the escalating crisis, President Sebastian Pinera deployed 10,500 troops
to the streets of the capital and declared a State of Emergency.
Evo Morales, Bolivia's first indigenous leader, has narrowly won an
election securing his fourth term as president. The vote has been highly
disputed, marred by allegations of irregularities and by violent clashes. Election
officials released preliminary results last week which pointed to a run off
between Mr Morales and Carlos Mesa only to backtrack and show Mr Morales
leading by a 10 percentage point lead, the margin required to avoid a runoff.
The Bolivian Court has since ordered a partial Presidential revote.
Argentina has elected Alberto Fernandez as president. It's a victory for
Argentina's left; second on the ticket is Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner, a
previous Peronist president. Eyes are on what happens next; Argentina has
been in an economic crisis since 2018, characterised by high inflation, an
unsustainable public debt, stagnant wages, and a crashing currency value.
While the economy was a central issue in the election campaign, Alberto
Fernandez has not yet outlined his plan on how to tackle the economic issues
facing the country.

That's it from the Cambridge Spanish Centre. We look forward to seeing you,
either in class or at one of our cultural events. If you have any questions, please
get in touch with us; info.cam.spanishcentre@gmail.com
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